A tribo-testing method for high performance cold forging lubricants
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Abstract

A tribo-testing method based on inducing different deformation patterns at the tool–workpiece interface developed by the authors was used in rating the performance of high quality lubricants. Dies which can induce different levels of maximum surface expansion under localized rod drawing set up were used. The maximum local surface expansion induced ranged from 20 to 500%. The basic feature for this test lies under the assumption that the surface expansion is proportional to the lubricant thinning and breakdown at the tool–workpiece interface. The experimental set up is coupled with die heating facilities used to raise the temperature at the interface so that the influence of temperature on the performance of the lubricant is studied. The performance of several coating-based lubricants was studies under this method. One of the goals of screening the lubricant was to identify possible lubricant candidates for replacing zinc phosphate coating based lubricant for medium forging processes. The results have demonstrated that, the effectiveness of the lubricants varies considerably with changes in the maximum local surface expansion induced at the interface and the change in the interface temperature. Of the six lubricants studied, two lubricants based on calcium and sodium soap were found to be at the same performance level as the conventional zinc phosphate coating + metal soap.
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1. Introduction

Lubricants play a key role in cold forging as they reduce the high frictional forces occurring at the tool–workpiece interface. Improved lubrication systems are needed, however, as they will help make net-shape production possible and affordable. The development of new lubrication systems needs to go hand in hand with the development of laboratory tests. A number of tests for cold forging processes have been developed to date. Critical reviews on these tests are given by Schey [1], Bay and Hansen [2], and Kawai et al. [3]. The problem pertaining to some of the tribo-tests developed to date is the failure to reproduce similar conditions to those occurring in the actual production environment. The failure of the tribo-tests can be caused by the deviation of the test characteristics from the actual plant tribosystem characteristics. Furthermore, the deviation of variables such as interface pressure, sliding velocity, interface temperature, contact time, surface expansion, and the like can lead to a total failure of the tribo-test. In other words, the data obtained from the tribo-test may not be reliable particularly, if the deformation modes induced by the test have not been thoroughly studied.

In screening high performance lubricants for cold forging of complex components, more careful attention is needed. Most of these lubricants have good lubricity and it is not easy to distinguish which lubricant is superior to the other, unless a tribo-test employed is sensitive enough to simulate the right deformation modes relevant to the specific forging process. An important aspect for a lubricant meant to be used in complex forging operation is the level of adhesive strength of the lubricant to the parent material and the ability of the lubricant to follow surface extension without breaking down [4,5].

The aim of this paper is to present on the performance of several lubricants tested using the tribo-test method based on inducing different deformation modes at the tool–workpiece interface. In this method, tools of different geometrical profiles which can induce different levels of maximum local surface expansion are used. The basic feature for this test lies under the assumption that the surface expansion is proportional to the lubricant thinning and breakdown at the tool–workpiece interface.
2. Methodology

The test is modeled such that tools of different geometrical profiles are employed in order to induce different deformation patterns at the tool–workpiece interface under localized rod drawing setup. The tools employed vary from flat, sinusoidal, saw tooth, and multi-surface profiles as shall be discussed in Section 2.3. The drawing force is supplied by a 500 kN Hydraulic cylinder and the die closing force being supplied by 200 kN hydraulic cylinder. Fig. 1 shows the experimental test set up. The tooling can accommodate round rods of 1000 mm length and 20 mm diameter.

2.1. Determination of interface friction

The friction coefficient developed at the tool–workpiece interface under this test is given by the following formula.

\[ \mu = \frac{1}{C} \times \tan \left( \arctan \left( \frac{P_v}{P_c} \right) - \phi \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where, \( P_v \) is half the drawing force, \( P_c \) the die closing force and \( \phi \) is the half die angle. \( C \) is a correction factor for non-flat dies (Wavy dies) obtained by dividing the contact area of a non-flat die to that of a flat die of the same width. For flat dies \( C = 1 \). The \( P_v \) and \( P_c \) are determined from Eqs. (2) and (3). The free body diagram showing the orientation of \( P_v \) and \( P_c \) can be seen in Fig. 1b.

\[ P_v = 0.0059 \varepsilon_1 - 0.0181 \varepsilon_2 - 0.0528 \varepsilon_3 \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

\[ P_c = -0.0601 \varepsilon_1 - 0.0467 \varepsilon_2 - 0.0017 \varepsilon_3 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where \( \varepsilon_1, \varepsilon_2 \) and \( \varepsilon_3 \) are output strains in mV from the load cell. These expressions were obtained after conducting calibration of the load cell. The load cell was designed such that \( P_v \) and \( P_c \) are linear function of strains \( \varepsilon_1, \varepsilon_2 \) and \( \varepsilon_3 \) shown in Eqs. (4) and (5) [Fig. 1b and c].

\[ P_v = a_1 \varepsilon_1 + a_2 \varepsilon_2 + a_3 \varepsilon_3 \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

\[ P_c = a_4 \varepsilon_1 + a_5 \varepsilon_2 + a_6 \varepsilon_3 \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

To determine the values for the constants \( a_1, a_2, a_3, a_4, a_5, \) and \( a_6 \), Eqs. (4) and (5) were arranged to form a function \( f \) and this function was minimized as shown in Eqs. (6) and (7).

\[ f = \sum (a_1 \varepsilon_1 + a_2 \varepsilon_2 + a_3 \varepsilon_3 - P_c)^2 + \sum (a_4 \varepsilon_1 + a_5 \varepsilon_2 + a_6 \varepsilon_3 - P_v)^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial a_i} \left\{ \sum (a_1 \varepsilon_1 + a_2 \varepsilon_2 + a_3 \varepsilon_3 - P_c)^2 + \sum (a_4 \varepsilon_1 + a_5 \varepsilon_2 + a_6 \varepsilon_3 - P_v)^2 \right\} = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)
where subscripts \( i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 \) and 6. Calibration loads for \( P_c \) and \( P_v \) and their corresponding output strains were substituted in the above equations to solve for the constants.

2.2. Tool–workpiece interface temperature

In order to emulate realistic forging temperatures the setup is designed such that the dies are electrically heated to a controlled temperature. This is to embody similar thermal characteristics at the tool–workpiece interface as those occurring in an actual cold forging plant where the temperature normally reaches values of about 200 °C [6,7]. As shown in Fig. 1c, the die holder is designed with provisions for inserting heating coils. The desired tool–workpiece interface temperature which can be varied from room temperature to 300 °C is controlled by a control panel [Fig. 1a]. The load cell is provided with water jackets [Fig. 1c] where water is circulated to restrict the excessive heat transfer to the load cell. By controlling the volume flow rate of water in the cooling system, the temperature distribution at the load cell structure is kept below 25 °C. The major reasons for incorporating the cooling system is to prevent any variation of stress due to temperature increase at the columns where strains are measured and also suppress any change in strain gauge characteristics which might be caused by the thermal loading. In order to record the temperature distribution at the interface and the surroundings a video thermal camera is employed [Fig. 1c]. Thermal couples are also embedded into the die holders to assist in measuring temperatures at some selected points.

2.3. Die geometry selection

The dies for the tribo-test are categorized in terms of the level of maximum local surface expansion they can induce at the tool–workpiece interface. As mentioned above, this method employs dies with surface patterns ranging from flat, sinusoidal, saw-tooth, to multi-surface ones. The major die geometrical variables are contour radii, pitch, root depth and the angle subtending the ridges. To determine the maximum local surface expansion induced by these dies, finite element (FE) simulation is used. Surface expansion values are highly dependent on deformation modes, part complexity and the material properties, particularly, the strain hardening index [8,9]. Fig. 2 shows examples of wavy dies.

2.3.1. FE modeling

2D FE simulations were carried out to study the local surface expansion as the dies pinch the material to a predetermined reduction. The simulations were carried out using the commercial FE software DEFORM. The FE simulations emulate the first stage during the localized rod drawing process. FE simulation for the second stage, i.e., drawing was not carried out. Therefore, the contribution of drawing to the surface expansion is not reported here. The FE simulations were conducted for Flat dies, Wavy-2 and Wavy-3 dies. For all the simulations a 12 mm diameter rod was pinched by advancing the dies from each side by 2 mm. The flow stress for the specimen was \( \sigma = 800\varepsilon_n \frac{\text{N}}{\text{mm}^2} \). A quarter FE model with 3000 elements and a friction factor of \( m = 0.10 \) (equivalent to \( \mu = 0.06 \)) was used for all simulations. To determine the influence of strain hardening on surface evolution, three strain hardening coefficients, \( n = 0.06 \), 0.10 and 0.20 were used. Fig. 3 shows the FE model for flat and wavy dies.

2.3.2. Surface evolution as a function of die geometry and material properties

Fig. 4 shows the surface expansion distributions for the three dies when strain hardening exponent of \( n = 0.06 \) was used. The surface expansion was determined by tracking the change in the element size as deformation proceeds. Fig. 4 shows that a
maximum surface expansion of 25% is induced by flat dies. Little variation of the local surface expansion from point A to point B is observed with flat dies. When Wavy-2 and Wavy-3 dies were used, completely different surface expansion distribution patterns were observed. Wavy-2 dies exhibited a maximum local surface expansion of 220%, while Wavy-3 dies exhibited a maximum local surface expansion of 410%. The difference in the level of surface expansion for the two wavy dies is attributed to the die geometric differences shown in Fig. 2. The radius of the ridges for Wavy-2 and Wavy-3 are 0.6 and 0.4 mm, respectively. It is also observed that wavy dies exhibit two distinct regions; one region is dominated by surface expansion and the other region by surface contraction. The maximum surface contraction levels for Wavy-2 and Wavy-3 are $-35\%$ and $-50\%$, respectively. It should be noted that the expansion peaks observed in Fig. 4 occur at the roots of the wavy formed part.

When the strain hardening exponent was changed from $n = 0.06$ to 0.20, the overall magnitude of local surface expansion decreased for all the dies. Fig. 5 shows surface expansion distribution profiles when $n = 0.10$ was used. With flat dies a maximum of local surface expansion of 20% is observed. Wavy-2 exhibited a maximum local surface expansion of 130%, while Wavy-3 exhibited a maximum surface expansion of 370%. The surface expansion distribution profiles for $n = 0.20$ are given in Fig. 6, where maximum local surface expansions of 15, 110, and 270% were exhibited for flat dies, Wavy-2 and Wavy-3, respectively. The change in the local surface expansion with change in

![Fig. 3. (a–d) FE model, flat dies and wavy dies.](image)

![Fig. 4. Surface expansion distribution when strain hardening index $n = 0.06$ is used.](image)

![Fig. 5. Surface expansion distribution when strain hardening index $n = 0.10$ is used.](image)
the strain hardening exponent implies that the difference in the materials properties may alter tribological characteristics. It can also be concluded that with the low level of local surface expansion induced by flat dies, it will be difficult to capture accurately the performance of cold forging lubricant since the lubricant will not be subjected to severe deformation modes typical of most cold forging of complex parts.

2.4. Test procedures

Six types of coating-based lubricants were tested for their performance. The main compositions of the lubricants are given in Table 1. Lub1 is a commonly used lubricant for cold forging and is based on zinc phosphate coating which is chemically combined with metal soap. The application/coating process for this lubricant involves a series of chemical baths. Lub2 and Lub3 contained only metal soap (calcium and sodium), however, Lub3 had more percentage of calcium than Lub2. Lub4 contained the same chemical compositions as Lub2, but with an additional of chlorine and fluorine. Lub5 and Lub6 had the same base chemical compositions; however, the billets for Lub6 were dipped in a polymer liquid with anticipation that the polymer will increase lubricity.

The dies used in the tests were made from tool steel (JIS-SKD11) hardened to 700 Hv. Flat dies and Wavy dies were used in the test [Fig. 2]. The die surfaces were lapped to acquire a surface roughness of 1.5 μm RZ. The specimens used were made from two types of materials. These materials were low carbon steel (JIS-S15C) with a flow stress of $\sigma = 800 e^{0.1} \text{ N/mm}^2$ and JIS-SCM 435 with a flow stress of $\sigma = 904 e^{0.12} \text{ N/mm}^2$. The size of the specimens for low carbon steel was 12 mm diameter $\times$ 1000 mm length while the size for specimens made from SCM 435 was 11.6 mm diameter $\times$ 1000 mm length, and 19 mm diameter $\times$ 1000 mm length.

In order to study the effect of temperature on the performance of lubricants, the experiments were conducted under four different die surface temperature conditions, i.e., room temperature, 150, 200 and 250 °C. To study galling and tool wear behavior, the weight and surface roughness of the dies before and after the experiment were measured. Furthermore, to study the lubricant film spread behavior, the lubricant chemical element compositions from the drawn specimens were analyzed by using scanning electron microscope coupled with energy dispersive spectroscopy.

3. Experimental results and discussion

3.1. Influence of die geometry on interface friction

Fig. 7 shows the change in friction coefficient with stroke when the four lubricants: Lub1, Lub2, Lub3, and Lub4 were tested for their performance. In this case, 11.6 mm diameter specimens made from JIS-435 material were drawn using flat dies. A coefficient of friction of nearly $\mu = 0.10$ is observed with zinc phosphate stearate (Lub1) coated specimens. Friction coefficients of $\mu = 0.11$, 0.12 and 0.13 were attained for Lub2, Lub3 and Lub4, respectively. Comparing the performance of Lub2, Lub3 and Lub4 with the standard phosphate coating stearate lubricant (Lub1), an insignificant increase in the coefficient of friction is observed. Thus, one can conclude that all the four lubricants are equally good.

On the contrary, when wavy dies were used under similar experimental conditions, a significant difference on the performance of the four lubricants was observed as shown in Fig. 8 Lub1, exhibited friction coefficient of about $\mu = 0.10$ the same as when flat dies were used. Friction values exhibited by Lub2, Lub3 and Lub4 were, $\mu = 0.12$, 0.14 and 0.4, respectively. As compared with friction values obtained when flat dies were used a slight increase in friction coefficient for Lub2 and Lub3 is
observed. However, a marked increase in friction coefficient is observed for Lub4. Thus, by employing wavy dies it was possible to clearly distinguish the level of effectiveness of the four lubricants. Lub4 was found to be the least effective among the four lubricants. An important observation is that the flat dies failed to clearly distinguish the level of effectiveness of the four lubricants. This failure is due to the low level of local surface expansion induced by flat dies. The FE simulation discussed in Section 2.3 demonstrated that flat dies can induce a maximum surface expansion of 25% while Wavy-3 dies could induce local surface expansion of 410%. This implies that when tribological data sought are to be transferred to a production line where complex components with different surface contours rather than flat surfaces are to be forged, then flat dies would not be the right choice for screening the lubricants.

There has been a considerable effort to formulate forging lubricants that can replace zinc phosphate coating based lubrication systems [10–14]. Though zinc phosphate coating + metal soap results in very low frictional shear stress, it contains toxic substances and poses potential health risks. Performance comparisons of Lub2 and Lub3 against zinc phosphate has demonstrated that these two lubricants can perform well in medium forging processes, particularly, with forged parts whose severity of deformation matches closely with the deformation modes induced by the wavy dies.

3.2. Influence of interface temperature on the performance of lubricants

The average temperature of the active tool surface may typically be in the range of 50–200°C. Therefore, one requirement for a good cold forging lubricant is the capacity to retain its lubricity at elevated temperature. To test for this quality, Lub1, Lub5 and Lub6 were used. The die surface temperature was raised to 150, 200 and 250°C by heating the dies.

A standard conversion coating lubricant based on zinc phosphate + metal soap [Lub1] was tested for its performance within the forging temperature range. As shown in Fig. 9, the friction coefficient decreased with increasing die surface temperature. The average friction values attained at 150, 200 and 250°C were, \( \mu = 0.06, 0.05 \) and 0.04, respectively. The unique feature for this lubricant is the increase in lubricity with increasing temperature.

In Fig. 10, the variation of friction coefficient with interface temperature for Lub5 is shown. When non-heated dies were used, the coefficient of friction of about \( \mu = 0.22 \) was observed. By raising the interface temperature to 150°C, the friction coefficient slightly dropped to an average value of about \( \mu = 0.20 \). However, when the interface temperature was set to 200°C the friction coefficient rose to \( \mu = 0.30 \). It can be noted that the change in friction with change in interface temperature is not significant with Lub5. This implies that the lubricity level for this lubricant does not vary much within the forging temperature range.

On the contrary, when Lub6 was tested under similar experimental conditions, the lubricity level dropped significantly with increase in the interface temperature. When the die temperature was set to 150°C the specimen failed just at the commencement
of the drawing experiment [Fig. 11]. Raising the interface temperature to 200 °C also led to the failure of the specimen. The friction coefficient rose as far as $\mu = 0.5$ as compared to an average friction value of $\mu = 0.30$ for the non-heated die condition. The basic chemical compositions for both Lub5 and Lub6 were phosphate + phosphate salt. In Lub6, however, a liquid polymer was added on the assumption that the lubricity will be improved. The failure of Lub6 at 150 °C and 200 °C is attributed to burning of the polymer material. In turn, the residue negatively affected the lubricant film resulting to an abrupt increase in the friction coefficient. The failure of Lub6, within the cold forging temperature range suggests that it is of paramount importance to include the temperature component in the lubricant screening methods.

3.3. Surface chemical analysis

Surface chemical analysis was done for specimens drawn using Lub1, Lub2, Lub3 and Lub4. The main objective was to observe the distribution of lubricant chemical element on the drawn specimen. Other objectives were to see the correlation of these distributions with the apparent friction coefficient values and to identify the lubrication regimes, namely full film lubrication regime, mixed and seizure regime. The analysis was carried out under the assumption that specimen regions with low percentage of lubricant chemical elements imply that the lubricant film has excessively thinned out, i.e., high percentage of Fe element from the bulk material is expected.

The surface chemical analysis was done using a scanning electron microscope coupled with energy dispersive spectroscopy. As shown in Fig. 12, the chemical analysis was done at the root and crest regions. These regions represent higher surface expansion and surface contraction, respectively, as demonstrated in the finite element analysis (see Figs. 4 and 5).

Fig. 13a shows the distribution of chemical elements for zinc phosphate stearate coating [Lub1]. It is observed that the distribution of chemical elements measured on a specimen drawn by flat die does not vary significantly with one measured on a specimen before the drawing tests. This implies that the deformation was under the full film lubrication regime. With specimens drawn by wavy dies, Wavy-2 and Wavy-3, a noticeable difference in the distribution of chemical elements is observed. Large variations in the element distribution are observed on the specimen drawn by Wavy-3 dies. This is because the highest local surface expansion was induced by this die. A very low percentage of Fe is observed at the crest region whereas at the root region the percentage of Fe is significantly high. This suggests that these regions were in different lubrication regimes. The chemical element distributions also show a tendency for the lubricant to accumulate at the crest region. One factor contributing to the low level of Fe at the crest regions is the fact that the lowest possible local surface expansion is attained at these regions. The FE simulations showed that crest regions were dominated by surface contraction. This implies that lubricant film thinning does not take place at these regions.
From Fig. 8, we observed that friction values attained for both Lub2 and Lub3 were as low as that exhibited by the zinc phosphate lubrication system. The chemical element distributions for flat and wavy dies show that Ca and Na chemical elements for Lub2 and Lub3 were still intact on the surfaces. It can also be noted that Lub3 exhibited slightly lower friction values than Lub1 and Lub2. This is attributed to the higher percentage of Ca observed in the chemical composition analysis [Fig. 13c]. This suggests that a higher composition of Ca element on the coating has a positive effect on the effectiveness of the lubricant.

Fig. 13d shows the element distribution for Lub4. Though the element distribution pattern is similar to Lub1 and Lub2, in Lub4 a rapid increase in Fe is observed from Flat die to Wavy-3. This implies that the transition from full film lubrication regime to seizure regime was relatively faster than that of Lub1 and Lub2. This also justify why the highest friction coefficient was attained when Lub4 was used.

4. Conclusions

The tribo-test that can induce various deformation patterns developed by the authors has been presented. The dies for this test are chosen based on the level of local surface expansion induced. The local surface expansion and deformation modes are determined by the aid of the finite element method. The test has also provisions for heating dies to mimic realistic forging temperatures. This test was used to test several lubricants for cold forging application. The screened lubricants were aimed at replacing the zinc phosphate coating based lubrication system, particularly, for medium forging operations. The major conclusions drawn from this study are:

- The experimental results have demonstrated that, varying the deformation modes at the tool–workpiece interface by using dies of different surface patterns in a tribo-test is a better way of distinguishing the effectiveness of coating based lubricants.
Lub4 was determined to be ineffective only when wavy dies which represent complex forging processes were used. With flat dies which represent less severe forging operations, all lubricants; Lub1, Lub2, Lub3 and Lub4 seemed to perform equally the same.

- The study demonstrated that suitable tool geometries for the tribo-test can be designed based on prediction of the surface evolution of the part to be forged. This can be done with great accuracy using the finite element methods.
- The failure of Lub6 when heated dies were used implies that it is of great importance to test the lubricants within the typical forging temperature range. Also, in the initial development of tribo-tests, ways of acquiring realistic temperatures at the interface need to be considered.
- The surface analysis done using scanning electron microscope coupled with energy dispersive spectroscopy allows examination of the distribution of lubricant chemical elements. This technique is helpful in foretelling the chemical elements that have a significant influence on performance, thus allowing the lubricant formulator to systematically and effectively select chemicals and improve lubricants in a short period of time.
- Lub2 and Lub3 were found to be potential candidates for replacing zinc phosphate coating for medium forging processes, particularly, those that induce deformation modes similar to the wavy dies used in this study. The advantage of Lub2 and Lub3 over zinc phosphate coating is that no chemical baths containing hazardous compounds were used. Therefore, the concerns pertaining to handling and disposal of waste were eliminated for Lub2 and Lub3.
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